“PARCADO” Car Parking Management System for Offices
and Commercials:
Our Company “Opus Technology Limited” provides Car Parking management system “PARCADO”. It is
an Integrated, Flexible and Affordable car parking Management System for ideal managing any kind of
vehicles.
Parking management system is improved alternative to handle the expanding growth of vehicles. This
system contributes appropriate demonstration about the unoccupied parking areas in proximity. To
rectify the complications of parking security, intelligent parking management lets the operator to
recognize and validate the automobiles at both entry and exit points. This intelligent system not only
supply effortless parking strategies but also supports in distributing advantageous result to the drivers.
Parking management is an advanced choice to deal with the expanding growth of vehicles. It gives
timely indication about the available parking spaces in proximity. It not only provides simple parking
programs but also helps in delivering convenient solutions for the drivers. To resolve the problem of
parking security intelligent parking system allows you to identify and authorize the vehicles at both
entry and exit points.

“PARCADO” software often requires very little input from the employer. The employer is required to
input any vehicle information and hours—then the software calculates the information and

performs free space automatically. Most “PARCADO” car parking management software is automatically
updated whenever space occupied or none occupied and will remind users.

Features of our “PARCADO” Car Parking Management



Vertical Lifts – A hydro-electric system allows vehicles to be moved vertically until an
available parking spot is located. The actual layout of the parking spaces is optimized for
different vehicles, makes and models.



Entrance Platform – The entrance platform is an access point that connects to the
storage system. The design of the platform is sturdy in order to eliminate excessive
amounts of noise and vibration. Some systems also use turntables to optimize
movement between the send-off point and the destination.



Vehicle Identification – Automatic identification of the vehicle is the key to creating an
efficient and cost-effective system for parking cars. The driver can get a time stamp that
shows all the data related to the location of the vehicle and the time of the drop-off.
This serves as a receipt in addition to a convenient method of ordering the return of the
car.

An Overview on the Development of “PARCADO” Car Parking
Management System
Vertical Lifts – A hydro-electric system allows vehicles to be moved vertically until an available
parking spot is located. The actual layout of the parking spaces is optimized for different
vehicles, makes and models.
Entrance Platform – The entrance platform is an access point that connects to the storage
system. The design of the platform is sturdy in order to eliminate excessive amounts of noise
and vibration. Some systems also use turntables to optimize movement between the send-off
point and the destination.

Vehicle Identification – Automatic identification of the vehicle is the key to creating an efficient
and cost-effective system for parking cars. The driver can get a time stamp that shows all the
data related to the location of the vehicle and the time of the drop-off. This serves as a receipt
in addition to a convenient method of ordering the return of the car.

Advantages of our “PARCADO” Car Parking Management System


This parking system saves labor costs as it involves less manual activity and less resource
exhaustion.



This system is flexible because it easily allows the incorporation of new vehicle into the parking
facility.



It offer favorable services to the drivers that increase turnover, reduce jams and congestion. It
enhances output by maximizing the revenue from the available parking resources.



Quality equipment for management systems and communication components which can be
locally sourced.



Intelligent parking management supports various parking applications that can easily handle and
organize the data of vehicles.

Distinctive features of our “PARCADO” Car parking management


Long lasting system



Rugged maintenance friendly cabinet design



Limited use of intelligent subsystems and mechanical components



Centralized intelligence in management system



Superior reliability

HOW WILL OUR “PARCADO” CAR PARKING MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
HELP YOU IN YOUR BUSINESS?
The simple reason for purchasing an integrated “PARCADO” solution is the elimination of
double input between the two systems. If you are going to use two separate systems for Car
Parking, during your evaluation, make sure that these two systems will speak with each other in
some fashion. You may love the existing process of car parking you work with but if it becomes
necessary to change than, you may have to change your Car Parking application or working
process, as well, to a less desirable system.

Which Brand We Work With?
Opus will provide solutions for companies in all scales that acquire our solutions for their
organization. We can install the tailor made car parking management system for individual
organizations for taking into consideration for various factors related to that specific
organization. Our counterfeit proof solutions help in creating a smooth car parking
Management Solutions that works efficiently and effectively in all conditions and markets
around the world.

